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Market Week: November 9, 2020
The Markets (as of market close November 6, 2020)
Stocks rebounded last Monday with each of the benchmark indexes gaining value, led by the Russell 2000,
which added 2.0%, followed by the Global Dow, the Dow, the S&P 500, and the Nasdaq. Treasury yields
fell while the dollar and crude oil prices advanced. It is unclear what drove the market uptick. Some
analysts suggest investors may see fiscal relief coming shortly after the election, while others proffer that
the market gains were nothing more than dip-buying following last week's selloff. Each of the major market
sectors ended the day in the black, with energy and materials each advancing more than 3.0%.
Equities continued to rally last Tuesday. Election day saw the small caps of the Russell 2000 jump over
3.0% while each of the other benchmark indexes gained at least 1.8%. Treasury yields climbed nearly 4.0%
as banks and financials posted solid gains. Crude oil prices advanced 2.9%, but remain below $40 per
barrel. The dollar weakened. Although crude oil prices rose, overall energy was the only major sector to
lose value last Tuesday. In addition to financials, consumer discretionary and industrials each gained more
than 2.0% on the day.
Communication services, technology, health care, and consumer discretionary sectors posted robust gains,
pushing market indexes higher last Wednesday. Although the election had yet to be officially decided,
investors may be anticipating a fiscal stimulus package, which would provide more resources for
investment. The Nasdaq was the big winner, gaining 3.9% on the day, followed by the S&P 500 (2.2%), the
Dow (1.6%), the Global Dow (0.6%), and the Russell 2000 (0.05%). Treasury yields and the dollar dropped,
while crude oil prices advanced for the third consecutive day.
The market continued to rally last Thursday. The S&P 500 climbed 2.0% and was on track for its best week
since April. Tech stocks surged, pushing the Nasdaq ahead 2.6% on the day and more than 9.0% for the
week. The Russell 2000 led the pack, advancing 2.8% by the end of trading. Globally, stocks also posted
notable gains, driving the Global Dow up 2.1%. Treasury prices fell, moving yields higher. Crude oil prices
sank and the dollar fell to its lowest level in more than two years. Among the market sectors, only energy
lost, while technology and materials gained 3.1% and 4.1%, respectively.
Stocks were flat to close out the week, with the Global Dow and the Nasdaq posting modest gains, while
the remaining benchmark indexes listed here lost value. Among the market sectors, information technology,
consumer staples, health care, industrials, and materials advanced marginally. Energy dropped 2.1%.
Crude oil and the dollar fell, while Treasury yields advanced.
Despite last Friday's tepid returns, stocks enjoyed their best week since April. Investors may have been
anticipating that former Vice President Joe Biden would win the presidential election and Republicans
would maintain control of the Senate. This scenario might lead to additional fiscal stimulus but marginal tax
increases, if any. While this is purely speculation, it could have been enough to drive investors to stocks
last week. The tech-heavy Nasdaq gained 9.0%, followed by the S&P 500, the Dow, the Russell 2000, and
the Global Dow. Year to date, The Nasdaq is more than 32.0% above last year's closing value, while the
S&P 500 is more than 8.6% ahead. The Dow has again come within 1.0 percentage point of hitting its 2019
closing mark as the indexes continue to push ahead following the COVID-19 downturn.
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Key Dates/Data Releases
11/10: JOLTS
11/4: International trade in
goods and services, ISM
Services Index
11/12: Consumer Price
Index, Treasury statement
11/13: Producer Price Index

Crude oil prices advanced last week, closing at $37.39 per barrel by late Friday afternoon, up from the prior
week's price of $35.61 per barrel. The price of gold (COMEX) closed the week at $1,953.10, up from the
prior week's price of $1,878.00. The national average retail price for regular gasoline was $2.112 per gallon
on November 2, $0.031 lower than the prior week's price and $0.493 less than a year ago.

Stock Market Indexes
Market/Index

2019 Close

Prior Week

As of 11/06

Weekly Change YTD Change

DJIA

28,538.44

26,501.60

28,323.40

6.87%

-0.75%

Nasdaq

8,972.60

10,911.59

11,895.23

9.01%

32.57%

S&P 500

3,230.78

3,269.96

3,509.44

7.32%

8.63%

Russell 2000

1,668.47

1,538.48

1,644.16

6.87%

-1.46%

Global Dow

3,251.24

2,886.59

3,073.02

6.46%

-5.48%

Fed. Funds
target rate

1.50%-1.75%

0.00%-0.25%

0.00%-0.25%

0 bps

-150 bps

10-year
Treasuries

1.91%

0.84%

0.86%

2 bps

-105 bps

Chart reflects price changes, not total return. Because it does not include dividends or splits, it should not
be used to benchmark performance of specific investments.

Last Week's Economic News
• October saw 638,000 new jobs added and the unemployment rate drop to 6.9%. While the number of
new jobs added has decreased each month since August, the unemployment rate and the number of
unemployed persons (11.1 million in October) have declined for six consecutive months. Nevertheless,
both the unemployment rate and the number of unemployed persons are nearly twice their February
levels, indicative of the impact of the COVID-19 virus. Notable job gains last month occurred in leisure
and hospitality; food services and drinking places; arts, entertainment, and recreation; and
accommodation. In October, 15.1 million persons reported that they had been unable to work because
their employer closed or lost business due to the pandemic, down from 19.4 million in September. In
October, 21.2% of employed persons teleworked because of the pandemic, down from 22.7% in
September. The labor force participation rate increased by 0.3 percentage point to 61.7% in October,
1.7 percentage points below the February level. The employment-population ratio increased by 0.8
percentage point to 57.4% in October, 3.7 percentage points lower than in February. In October,
average hourly earnings increased by $0.04 to $29.50. Average hourly earnings have increased 4.5%
over the past 12 months ended in October. The average work week was unchanged at 34.8 hours in
October.
• Following its meeting last week, the Federal Open Market Committee decided to leave the target range
for the federal funds rate at its current 0%-0.25%. According to the Committee, although economic
activity and employment have continued to recover, they remain well below their levels prior to the
beginning of the year. Weaker demand and earlier declines in oil prices have been holding down
consumer price inflation. The course of the COVID-19 virus will continue to weigh on economic activity,
employment, and inflation in the near term, and poses considerable risks to the economic outlook over
the medium term. In addition to maintaining the federal funds target range, the Committee also indicated
that it would increase its holdings of Treasury securities and agency mortgage-back securities at the
current pace to sustain smooth market functioning and help foster accommodative financial conditions in
an effort to support the flow of credit to households and businesses.
• According to the latest Manufacturing ISM® Report On Business®, manufacturing registered 59.3%, up
3.9 percentage points over the September reading and the highest since September 2018, when the
index was 59.3%. Survey respondents reported an increase in new orders, production, employment,
deliveries, inventories, and prices. Both import and export orders also increased in October over the
prior month's totals.
• Economic activity in the services sector increased in October but at a slower rate, according to the latest
Services ISM® Report On Business®. The services purchasing managers' index registered 56.6% last
month, 1.2 percentage points lower than the September reading. A reading above 50% indicates growth.
Supplier deliveries, prices, and new export and import orders each increased. Business
activity/production, new orders, and employment slowed in October from September.
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• According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the international trade in goods and services deficit was
$63.9 billion in September, 4.7% lower than the August trade deficit. September exports were $176.4
billion, $4.4 billion, or 2.6%, more than August exports. September imports were $240.2 billion, $1.2
billion, or 0.5%, more than August imports. Year to date, the goods and services deficit increased $38.5
billion, or 8.6%, from the same period in 2019. Exports decreased $329.0 billion, or 17.4%. Imports
decreased $290.4 billion, or 12.4%.
• For the week ended October 31, there were 751,000 new claims for unemployment insurance, a
decrease of 7,000 from the previous week's level, which was revised up by 7,000. According to the
Department of Labor, the advance rate for insured unemployment claims was 5.0% for the week ended
October 24, a decrease of 0.3 percentage point from the prior week's rate. For comparison, during the
same period last year, there were 212,00 new jobs added and the insured unemployment claims rate
was 1.2%> The advance number of those receiving unemployment insurance benefits during the week
ended October 24 was 7,285,000, a decrease of 538,000 from the prior week's level, which was revised
up by 67,000. The highest insured unemployment rates in the week ended October 17 were in Hawaii
(11.3%), the Virgin Islands (9.6%), California (9.5%), Nevada (9.2%), and New Mexico (9.0%). The
largest increases in initial claims for the week ended October 24 were in Illinois (+6,190), Michigan
(+5,442), Massachusetts (+2,483), Minnesota (+1,848), and Connecticut (+1,621), while the largest
decreases were in Texas (-10,113), California (-7,700), Florida (-6,528), New York (-3,291), and
Louisiana (-3,096).

Eye on the Week Ahead
The predominant question this week continues to focus on the impact that the election will have on the
economy in general, and on the market in particular. Economic reports available this month focus on
October, so it will take a few months at the very least before we may get a clearer picture of where the
economy and market are headed. In any case, economic reports this week focus on consumer and
producer prices in October. Also, the Treasury statement is available for October, the first month of fiscal
year 2021.
Data sources: Economic: Based on data from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (unemployment, inflation);
U.S. Department of Commerce (GDP, corporate profits, retail sales, housing); S&P/Case-Shiller 20-City
Composite Index (home prices); Institute for Supply Management (manufacturing/services). Performance:
Based on data reported in WSJ Market Data Center (indexes); U.S. Treasury (Treasury yields); U.S.
Energy Information Administration/Bloomberg.com Market Data (oil spot price, WTI, Cushing, OK);
www.goldprice.org (spot gold/silver); Oanda/FX Street (currency exchange rates). News items are based
on reports from multiple commonly available international news sources (i.e., wire services) and are
independently verified when necessary with secondary sources such as government agencies, corporate
press releases, or trade organizations. All information is based on sources deemed reliable, but no
warranty or guarantee is made as to its accuracy or completeness. Neither the information nor any opinion
expressed herein constitutes a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any securities, and should not be
relied on as financial advice. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investing involves risk,
including the potential loss of principal, and there can be no guarantee that any investing strategy will be
successful.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is a price-weighted index composed of 30 widely traded
blue-chip U.S. common stocks. The S&P 500 is a market-cap weighted index composed of the common
stocks of 500 largest, publicly traded companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy. The NASDAQ
Composite Index is a market-value weighted index of all common stocks listed on the NASDAQ stock
exchange. The Russell 2000 is a market-cap weighted index composed of 2,000 U.S. small-cap common
stocks. The Global Dow is an equally weighted index of 150 widely traded blue-chip common stocks
worldwide. The U.S. Dollar Index is a geometrically weighted index of the value of the U.S. dollar relative to
six foreign currencies. Market indices listed are unmanaged and are not available for direct investment.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Premia Global Advisors LLC (“Premia”) is a U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) registered investment advisor located in Coral
Gables, Florida. Registration as an investment advisor does not imply any level of skill or training. A copy of Premia’s Form ADV Part 2A
Brochure which includes a description of Premia’s services, fees and business practices is filed with the SEC and available by contacting us, or
at the SEC’s website ( www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). Premia and Broadridge are unaffiliated companies.
These materials are not intended to be an advertisement or research and may not be distributed in states where Premia is not registered, or
countries or jurisdictions where not permitted by law. Any discussion of investment strategies, products, or services is for information purposes
only and should not be deemed to constitute the provision of investment advice, or a recommendation, or offer to purchase, or sell securities or
pursue any investment strategy. These materials do not purport to contain all the relevant information that investors may wish to consider in
making investment decisions and are not intended to be a substitute for exercising independent judgment. We recommend that investors
independently evaluate the appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy and consult with an attorney, or tax professional regarding
their specific legal or tax situation. Premia does not offer tax or legal advice. No representations are made that investors will be able to avoid
loss, or achieve a certain level of performance. Investment results will fluctuate and may be highly volatile, particularly over the short term.
Diversification does not protect against loss. Our views are subject to change at any time without an obligation to provide an update. Although
the information distributed is based on sources believed to be reliable. We do not warrant its completeness accuracy.
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